The Simplest Biz Checklist
What you need to learn, for a fast start with The Simplest Biz
1.

What items I must have to get started with The
Simplest Biz?

2. What’s the fastest way to make income with this
business model?
3. How do I set this business up for the long haul?
4. How can I obtain and keep customers for
decades?
5. What will make me different from the
scavengers out there?
6. Who can help me besides John (Creator of The
Simplest Biz)
7. How do I scout for supply?
8. Can I scout without even leaving the house?
9. Who are my buyers for pallets / corrugated
boxes / 55 gal. drums / spools etc.?
10. Who will I be dealing with?
11. How do I get my truck loaded without having to
lift anything?
12. How do I handle broken stuff that I don’t want
to fix?
13. Who are the people we are dealing with and how
do I speak with them?
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14. What exactly do I say to a supplier or buyer to
get their business?
15. How do I use the role-playing videos in training
effectively?
16. How do I ramp this business up in another town
besides mine?
17. What questions do I ask suppliers and buyers?
18. How do I evaluate a supplier and buyers’
situation to make it a win/win/win situation?
19. How do I become exclusive for supply?
20. How do I go about consulting a buyer and
supplier to educate them?
21. What are my strategies for adding additional
revenue streams?
22. How do I market this so I can have customer
chasing me?
23. How do I make this business a success with just a
handful of accounts?
24. How do I develop multiple streams of revenue
from my existing accounts?
25. How do I operate this business without a truck
of trailer?
26. When and how do I take a vacation?
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27. In what manner do I set up this business for tax
purposes?
28. How do I keep more money in my pocket
concerning taxes?
29. How do I operate this business without the need
of storage?
30. How can I run this business solo?
31. Where do I go for ongoing support running this
business model?
32. What are the pitfalls I need to avoid?
33. How can I use the training to duplicate this
exactly like John runs it?
34. What are the strategies to allow me to sit at the
house and have someone else do the deliveries?
35. What are the strategies to not be responsible
for an order but still get paid?
36. Who are my resources for help?
37. How can I maximize the power of the private
Facebook support group to get quick answers to
questions?
38. How do I remember everything in the training?
39. How do I use the file cabinet of course
downloads effectively to make this biz easy?
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40. What strategies will get me off to a fast start?
41. How do I make a safe delivery without worry?
42. What can I do If I must take a day off?
43. What should I do if I get a supplier before a
buyer?
44. What should I do if I get a buyer before a
supplier?
45. How do I run this business without having to be
salesy?
All these questions and many more are answered in
the 14 Module Simplest Biz Training and Private Fb
support group.
Step by step, and day by day, over the shoulder
training.
21 Years of experience can now be at your
fingertips.
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